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Abstract— Physical assistive robotic devices have demon-
strated many desirable advantages in rehabilitation and aug-
mentation, allowing for efficient and effective performance of
activities of daily living (ADLs). However, active wearable
devices that provide resistive capabilities to enable strength
training have been difficult to develop. This is partially due
to the required high force outputs during strength training.
Developing soft, compact, compliant and lightweight robotic
devices that exhibit both assistive and resistive capabilities is an
even tougher challenge. This paper presents an Active Wearable
Assistive and Resistive Device (AWARD) that is capable of
providing assistance and resistance to the motion of fingers, the
first of its kind. The device was actuated by six twisted string
actuators (TSAs) with four TSAs using both stiff strings and
conductive supercoiled polymer (SCP) strings and a further two
TSAs using only stiff strings. Force sensitive resistors were used
on the fingertips in assistive and resistive modes. The AWARD
showed a maximum peak force of 13.55 N in finger extension
and a maximum peak force of 8.66 N in finger flexion.

I. INTRODUCTION

The increasing ubiquity of wearable robots has acceler-
ated the need for low-cost, compact, lightweight, and high-
performance robots. It is desirable in everyday living, reha-
bilitation, and space exploration to develop robotic devices
that exhibit assistive and resistive capabilities. This not only
reduces the need for independent wearable devices for each
mode but also minimizes the number of device changes for
different specific functions. In rehabilitation, patients could
benefit from resistance training to build strength in their
previously lost or weakened movement capabilities [1]. In
space exploration, assistive and resistive capabilities may
be life-saving by reducing detrimental muscle atrophy from
long durations in outer space [2]. Further, the assistive glove
could be useful for space walks by helping to contract a
pressurized Extravehicular Mobility Unit (EMU) glove. This
lowers fatigue from astronauts, facilitating various tasks like
longer duration space walks [3].

While the need for safe, lightweight assistive and re-
sistive wearable devices are evident, their realization has
been difficult. The three predominant factors that make this
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Fig. 1. The design of an Active Wearable Assistive and Resistive Device
(AWARD), (a) showing the front view of the device with the threading
and Teflon plates that were used, and (b) showing the stiff twisted string
actuators (TSAs) in the back view.

challenging are: limitations in existing actuator technology,
difficulties of realizing compact sensing, and the complex
coupling between assistive and resistive modes.

Firstly, existing actuation mechanisms have hindered the
realization of compact assistive and resistive wearable robots.
While mechanisms such as pneumatics [4], spooled motor
tendon actuators [5] and artificial muscles like shape memory
alloys [6] have shown strong promise, devices utilizing
these actuators are often bulky, rigid, or produce limited
output forces. In addition, devices that employ mechanical
passive springs for resistive properties do not allow for on-
demand changes in force performance [1]. Adjusting levels
of resistance requires the physical changing of springs, which
can be time consuming and inconvenient.

Secondly, the integration of sensing modules in wear-
able gloves is an ongoing challenge due to bulky sensors.
While sensing technologies in robotics have been improving,
current sensors are still bulky, making their installation on
wearable robotics especially difficult. Self-sensing materials
and actuation mechanisms, like supercoiled polymer actua-
tors (SCP), have become an attractive alternative to external
sensors [7].

Thirdly, the coupling of assistive and resistive properties in
wearable robotic devices may produce undesirable behaviors.
Realizing the two modes may produce coupling that makes



analysing the device complicated and produce residual forces
that further limit the performance of the devices.

However, emerging sensing and actuation mechanisms
might offer future solutions. Twisted string actuators (TSAs)
convert the rotational motion of motors to linear contraction
without requiring extra gears or pulleys. The elimination of
gears means that TSAs are compliant, exhibit high energy
efficiency, are lightweight, and provide high translational
force output. TSAs allow the development of compact, high-
performance and compliant robotic devices [8]. Compact-
ness, compliance and high-performance are desirable for
wearable robotic devices. SCP strings offer dual functionality
by working both as strings (for actuation) and also as a sensor
[7].

This paper presents the design and characterization of an
Active Wearable Assistive and Resistive Device (AWARD)
that was driven by TSAs and operated in both assistive and
resistive modes, the first of its kind. As shown in Fig. 1,
four TSAs controlled flexion and two TSAs controlled the
extension. The flexion TSAs were composed of stiff and
SCP strings while the extension TSAs were made of only
stiff strings. AWARD was embedded with four force-sensing
resistors (FSRs). The main contributions of this work are:

• The development of a compact, lightweight, and soft
wearable robotic glove that possesses both assistive and
resistive modes.

• The force characterization of the device, highlighting its
performance in different conditions.

II. DEVELOPMENT OF AWARD

A. Design Considerations

AWARD was designed to be compliant, lightweight, com-
pact, and exhibit two modalities — assistive and resistive
modes. To ensure compliance, a thin soft-fabric glove was
used. This glove allowed for the embedding of tendons for
finger actuation. TSAs were used for actuation, ensuring that
the device was lightweight and compact. In wearable devices,
compactness is important — it ensures that devices fit on
users’ forearms and that the devices are lightweight, allowing
for extended usage. The weight was minimized by reducing
the number of the TSAs by coupling the motions of the
fingers — the extensions of the little and the ring fingers
were controlled by the same motor. The extensions of the
middle and the index fingers were also coupled together. The
minimization of the TSAs did not significantly sacrifice the
dexterity of the device.

In addition, to ensure efficient transition between assistive
and resistive modes, the device was fitted with FSRs that
provided real-time force measurements. Furthermore, con-
ductive SCP strings were used in the TSAs for flexion of
the fingers, allowing the resistance of the SCP strings to be
tracked. The resistance allowed a further position tracking
modality. This extra sensing information could correct the
displacement when there was considerable backlash.

B. Twisted String Actuators (TSAs)

1) Fixed-twisting-zone TSA: In the fixed-twisting-zone
TSA [9], the string length changes due to changing motor
angle but the twisting zone remains fixed. In contrast, in
the variable-twisting-zone TSA, the string length remains
constant but the twisting zone varies [10]. In the fixed-
twisting-zone TSA, the twisting zone is constant. As the
motor angle increases, more strings are fed into the twisting
zone. The advantages of the fixed-twisting-zone TSA are
twofold; 1) it eliminates the necessity of a non-rotating
translating rail, simplifying design and assembly to robotic
devices, and 2) it enables the possibility of having two
sections with strings of two different diameters. There has
been limited work exploring the possibility of using two
sections for the TSA that have two different diameters.
Existing studies have explored the usage of a rigid rod in
the twisting zone to increase the twisting diameter [11].
However, including a rigid rod decreases the compliance of
the TSA and limit the application to wearable devices. For
AWARD in particular, strings that were embedded in the soft
fabric glove were of smaller diameter to reduce irritation
of the user and reduce friction. Larger diameter, conductive
strings were used in the twisting zone. In this work, the SCP
strings were used for the non-embedded strings to facilitate
the realization of length sensing and more compliance.

In the fixed-twisting-zone TSA configuration, the displace-
ment is given by [11]

∆x =
√

L2
t + θ2r2 − Lt, (1)

where Lt is the fixed twisting zone, r is the radius of
the string, and θ is the motor angle. In this model, the
strings in the twisting zone and the sliding zone are of the
same diameter. When the strings in the sliding zone and
the twisting zone have different diameter strings, Eq. (1) is
updated.

2) Two-section, two-diameter TSA: The model when
strings in the two sections have two different diameters is
developed. In Fig. 2 the variable notations are shown, where
r1 is the radius of the strings initially in the twisting zone
and r2 is the radius of the untwisted strings in the sliding
section. The displacement due to the contraction of the string
of radius r1 is [12]

∆x1 = Lt −
√

L2
t − θ2r21, (2)

when the initial length of strings with radius r1 is equal
to the length of the twisting zone, Lt. Since the length of
strings with radius r1 is fixed, the variable-twisting-zone
TSA model is used to compute the displacement. Initially,
there will be no strings of radius r2 in the twisting zone.
As ∆x1 increases, strings with radius r2 will be fed into the
twisting zone and twisted to result in further displacement.
The displacement due to strings with radius r2 is given by

∆x2 =
√

∆x2
1 + θ2r22 −∆x1. (3)
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Fig. 2. Schematic of a TSA with strings of two different radii with twisted
strings in the twisting zone. In this setup, r2 < r1. Strings with radius r2
are embedded to the soft glove and the smaller diameter minimizes friction
and irritation that users would perceive.

In Eq. (3), we assume that both strings experience the
same uniform motor rotations. If the strings are made from
different materials and/or different diameters, the rotational
stiffnesses will be different. For a rotational system without
damping or inertia, the applied external torque can be ex-
pressed as τ = kθ, where k is the torsional stiffness and θ is
the rotational angle. For a circular specimen of uniform cross
section, the torsional stiffness is given by k = GJ/L, where
G is the material rigidity modulus and J = πD4/32 is the
second moment of area. D is the diameter of the specimen.
The rotational angle is then given as θ = 32τL/GπD4. For
two separate strings of different stiffnesses, it can be shown
that the total displacement, ∆x, is given by

∆x = θ1

√
r21 +

(
k1
k2

)2

r22, (4)

where θ1 is the motor angle, k1, k2 are string stiffnesses.
The experimental setup for the characterization of the

two-section–two-diameter TSA is shown in Fig. 3(a). The
setup used a position sensor (Honeywell SPS-L225-HALS)
to measure the displacement of the load as the motor twisted
the strings. The findings of the TSA are shown in Fig. 3(b)
and (c). Fig. 3(b) shows the variation of displacement with
rotations for the SCP-TSA. The SCP string was 14.5 cm
and the twisting zone was 16 cm. The contraction range was
therefore about 20%. The variations exhibit mild plateaus on
the largest contraction. The 5-ply, corresponding to 0.98 mm,
was used. At 700 g constant load, the 5-ply produced
the necessary range for full finger flexion. Previous works
have shown that increasing the diameter of the SCP strings
increases the force output [13]. Fig. 3(c) shows the changing
resistance as the motor rotations increased for the SCP-
TSA. The resistance of the SCP-TSA changed from about
17 Ω to about 12 Ω. The fluctuations in the resistance
measurements were caused by the complex material and
micro and macroscopic configurations of the SCP strings [8].
Twisting the SCP strings led to an increase in the area thereby
resulting to a decrease in resistance [7].

C. Threading Designs

The threading considerations were centered around limit-
ing fabric deformation of the soft glove, withstanding high
forces and consistently achieving desired finger joint actua-
tion. Lightweight polyester, amoron biking gloves (Amazon:

B08BZDT93Z) were chosen for their softness. Kastking
SuperPower braided fishing line (Amazon: B00C6OUDX2)
was embedded in the glove to actuate the fingers. This string
was 0.30 mm in diameter and had a maximum load of
18.2 kg with minuscule stretch when forces were applied.
The strings were smooth and minimized friction with the
fabric glove [14].

The relative position of the embedded fishing line to
the finger determined the amount of torque that the finger
experienced. Previous works used fishing lines on the side
of the fingers [15]. Although this approach left a majority
of the finger free for interaction with the environment, the
mechanical advantage reduced and could require high-torque
motors. To reduce fabric deformation and improve force
distribution, thin Teflon plates (0.8 mm) were added in the
finger posterior. These plates were placed on two locations:
1) the joint between the medial and proximal phalanges
of fingers and 2) on the fingertips of the anterior of the
hand. However, such approaches resulted in the glove being
uncomfortable to wear and required prior knowledge about
the knuckle dimensions for improved fit. The Teflon on the
posterior of the fingertip eliminated the need for plastic rings
[16].

In addition, as shown in Fig. 1 front-view, a criss-cross
design was utilized to enhance finger facing-tension forces
[16], which limited fabric deformation and allowed joints to
move independently. The combination of the Teflon plates
and the criss-crossing design ensured that AWARD could
withstand high forces with limited fabric deformation. The
assistive and resistive modes of AWARD were predicated on
the ability of the glove to withstand high forces.

D. Sensor Selection

1) Force Sensor Selection: A sensor with a compact form
factor, low hysteresis, and high force output range was
needed — simplifying assembly and allowing accurate and
repeatable dynamic force measurements.

The FSR (FSR UX 402 [34-00125], Interlink Electronics)
was chosen. It had a force output range of 0.5 N to 150 N,
with continuous force resolution and low hysteresis. The cal-
ibration of the FSR was conducted by recording the voltage
output when increasing load was applied. The voltage and
force showed a nonlinear response. An 8th order polynomial
model was fitted to the experimental data and showed an
average error of 0.1917 N. The order was chosen considering
the accuracy and the model complexity. The model is

F (V ) = p1V
8 + p2V

7 + p3V
6 + p4V

5 + p5V
4

+p6V
3 + p7V

2 + p8V + p9,
(5)

where F1 is the force output, p1=0.1395, p2=−1.878,
p3=10.52, p4=−31.58, p5=54.86, p6=−55.14, p7=29.8,
p8=−5.521 p9=1.216.

Higher-order polynomials have been implemented in force
sensing [17]. Calibration was only performed on one FSR,
however the manufacturer claimed part-to-part deviation of
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Fig. 3. The characterization of the supercoiled polymer (SCP) TSA; (a) Shows the experimental setup. The top left shows the overall schematic of the
stup. The bottom left shows the top view and the right picture shows the front view of the setup components. (b) Shows the cycles of increasing rotations
showing the variation of the displacement, and (c) shows the variation of resistance as the motor rotations changed.

within 5% [18] eliminated the need to perform calibration
on all sensors.

2) Supercoiled Polymer Displacement Sensor: The SCP
strings were selected for their dual nature — working as
the TSA strings and as a displacement sensor. SCP strings
are conductive silver-coated multi-thread nylon filaments that
exhibit variable resistance due to length change. Further,
SCP strings increase compliance, thereby increasing safety
in wearable devices. The SCP strings were selected for their
ease of diameter customization, and the ability to obtain
stable resistance values. The sensing properties of the SCP
string-based TSA have been recently studied in our group
including modeling, transient behavior [19] and applications
in robotic devices. The stretch properties and the resistance
variation were characterized for application in soft wearable
devices [20].

The SCP displacement sensor provided an added sensing
modality in addition to the motor rotations. While using
encoders in motor-based actuation has been widely used,
backlash from the gearboxes poses a challenge in ensuring
repeatability. Since the resistance changes are only affected
by the change in length, this measurement could be used to
further inform the position of the fingers.

E. Electrical Design

AWARD was driven by the Teensy®4.1 micro-controller
due to the high number of I/O pins and high clock speed.
The micro-controller read six quadrature encoders, controlled
six motors requiring twelve pulse-width modulation (PWM)
pins. Four of the motors (30:1 [ServoCity: 638103]) drove
the TSAs for flexion and two of the motors (50:1 [Ser-
vocity: 638102]) drove TSAs for extension. Higher gear
ratio motors were used for extension to maximize resistive
forces. The micro-controller also read four analog-digital
converters (ADCs) from the four FSRs and read a further
four resistances from the four SCP-TSAs for the flexion of
the fingers. ADC values were obtained using an ADS1115
16-bit ADC.

F. AWARD

AWARD weighs only 198.1 g, including all the actuation
units but without the power supply. It can achieve different
movements when the TSAs were actuated. AWARD provided
assistance in addition to offering resistance to user motion.
The thumb was not actuated for this version of AWARD. It is
important to note wire harnesses were temporarily removed
for characterizations of AWARD.

III. CHARACTERIZATION

The experimental characterization of AWARD constituted
a set of three experiments: 1) motion test that verified the
attainable device movements, 2) performed static force tests,
and 3) conducted dynamic force tests.

The motions that were attained by AWARD were tested us-
ing the monotonically increasing and decreasing input motor
rotations shown in Fig. 4(a). Fig. 4(b) and (c) demonstrates
the motion of AWARD with the input motor rotations in
Fig. 4(a). The variations of the length and the resistance
with motor rotations are shown in Fig. 4(d). It was shown
that there was a correlation between the changing resistance
with the changing length. While this variation was not strictly
monotonically increasing or decreasing, transient models to
capture this behavior were recently developed [19].

A set of three static finger positions were selected for static
force testing. The three positions were: when the fingers
were almost fully opened (P1), when the fingers were half-
way open (P2), and almost fully closed (P3), as shown in
Fig. 4(e)–(g). These positions were consistent for both exten-
sion and flexion force testing. To ensure consistency, these
positions were achieved by actuating the TSAs to establish
the number of rotations needed to reach each position. For
example, the flexion of the little finger required 6, 20, 45
rotations for P1, P2, P3, respectively. In extension, the little-
ring fingers required 55, 37, 4 motor rotations for P1, P2,
P3, respectively. When AWARD was fully open, the flexion
TSAs were at zero motor rotations while the extension TSAs
were at maximum motor rotations. The reverse was true
when AWARD was fully closed.
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Fig. 4. (a) The motor input rotations for the actuation of AWARD. (b) and (c) are the motions of AWARD in two different time instants when in flexion.
The setup for extension force experiments with (e) showing position P1, (f) showing position P2, (g) showing position P3 in extension force testing and
(h) showing the variation of force with motor rotations for both the stiff string TSA and SCP-TSA, (i)–(l) shows AWARD lifting a 300 g load at different
time instants in extension.

Testing was performed using a mannequin, to decouple
involuntary finger movements. In Fig. 4(e), position P1 is
shown with the load cell (LSP-5, Transducer Techniques)
rigidly attached to a static frame and the finger resting on
a 3D printed attachment connected to the load cell. The
attachment ensures that the fingers do not slide up or down
on the load cell during the experiments. Fig. 4(f) and (g)
show positions P2 and P3 for extension. The TSA was
actuated, allowing the fingertip to push against the load cell
as indicated by the arrows. For each finger, the height of the
load cell was adjusted to align the load cell and the finger.
The attachment stage consisted of a lead screw mechanism
to easily adjust the position of the hand mannequin. For all
positions, the fingertip forces were recorded as the TSAs
were activated. For each location, three trials were conducted,
with each trial consisting of two cycles of increasing and
decreasing motor rotations. The variation of the force with

motor rotations is shown in Fig. 4(h). It is shown that the
SCP-TSA exhibited slightly less maximum force output.
The compliance of the SCP strings resulted to this force
differences.

The dynamic resistive loading experiment was conducted
by actuating the TSAs on the posterior of AWARD while
the finger was attached to a load of 300 g. The actuation
of AWARD at different time instants during the resistive
loading is shown in Fig. 4(i)–(l). Fig. 4(i) shows the time
instant before the finger started lifting the load and Fig. 4(l)
shows the time instant when the load completely rested on
the finger.

The summary of the average peak forces in the different
locations for flexion and extension are shown in Table I,
where σ is the standard deviation. A maximum force output
of 15.63 N was achieved in flexion in P1 for the middle
finger. While this force had a small standard deviation



TABLE I
FORCE [N] PERFORMANCE OF AWARD ON BOTH FLEXION AND

EXTENSION

P1 σ1 P2 σ2 P3 σ3

Flexion
Little 5.28 0.08 6.45 0.12 7.69 0.59
Ring 6.04 0.07 3.38 0.21 8.04 0.39

Middle 4.18 0.29 4.40 0.68 15.63 0.17
Index 7.42 0.68 6.42 0.06 8.66 0.42

Extension
Little, Ring 8.54 0.30 8.52 1.15 9.78 1.67

Middle, Index 10.40 0.10 13.55 0.96 12.82 2.67

of 0.17 N, it was markedly higher than other forces in
this position. This was likely due to the lengths of the
phalanges for the middle finger being long and providing
a higher mechanical advantage. The highest maximum force
in extension of 12.82 N was observed for the middle-index
fingers in position P1. However, there was a high standard
deviation for this position showing the high variation in the
forces in the different trials performed. In addition, the force
outputs were consistent in flexion tests. The middle and index
fingers consistently displayed higher force values than the
ring and little fingers in flexion and extension.

Table I shows that the forces were higher in position P2

during extension compared to flexion. The force output at
each fingertip varied depending on the finger joint angles and
whether the tendon was on the anterior or posterior of the
hand. On the anterior side, the decomposition of the forces
resulted in force components pointing toward the inside of
the hand, reducing the effect of friction on the tendons. In
contrast, on the posterior, the cables were pressed into the
mannequin, increasing the friction and reducing the effective
force on the fingertips.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, we have presented the design and charac-
terization of AWARD, detailing the design decisions and
analysis of the sub-components of the device. Key features of
AWARD are the ability to operate both in assistive mode and
resistive mode while being compact, soft and lightweight.
Using TSAs that have strings of different materials improved
the properties of TSAs, including compliance and the ability
to act as a sensing modality.

The force characterization of AWARD showed desirable
results. However, the performance can be further enhanced.
Minor motor sliding on the forearm during loading, increased
fabric deformation at high forces and the friction on the joints
of the mannequin could have contributed to the force errors.
As part of future work, the force-feedback control analysis
and implementation will be investigated. In addition, batter-
ies will incorporated, making the device untethered. Finally,
user studies will be implemented to test the effectiveness of
the resistive mode of the device.
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